Curtailment Transfer Request

This request allows for the transfer of crude bitumen and/or crude oil production volume allocations from a
transferring operator to another receiving operator, in accordance with section 7(4) of the Curtailment Rules, in order
for curtailment requirements to be met.

Rules of Curtailment Transfer
1. Transfers can only occur between operators.
2. Only operators to whom curtailment orders apply can enter into a curtailment transfer.
3. A senior officer of both the transferring operator and the receiving Operator on a Curtailment Transfer
Request must sign the completed form on behalf of their respective company. The individual must hold a
title of President, Vice President, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operating Officer or similar level of signing
authority within the company.
4. Operators that wish to enter into a curtailment transfer are required to send the completed request form
to Energy.Supply@gov.ab.ca.
5. The deadline for submission of a Curtailment Transfer Request relating to the January 2019 production
month is March 15, 2019. The deadline for submission of a Curtailment Transfer Request relating to any
month after the January 2019 production month is the last day of the month following the production
month in which production curtailment is required.
6. The production volumes to be transferred are in barrels per day and will be multiplied by the number of
days in the production month to determine the number of barrels in the month that are being
transferred.

Operator Transferring Production Volumes

BAID

Company

Operator Receiving Production Volumes

BAID

Company

Production Volumes Transferred:

barrels per day

Effective Date Prod Month

‐1‐

Termination Date

Prod Month

If a Termination Date is not specified, the Curtailment Transfer Request will remain in effect while a Curtailment
Order is in‐place. If the above information requires amendments, a new request must be furnished replacing this
request.

Authorizations
Operator Transferring Production Volumes
I am authorized, on behalf of __________________________________________, to reduce the combined amount
of crude oil and crude bitumen that may be produced monthly by the transferred production volumes specified on
this form.
(
Printed Name

Title

Signature

Date

)

‐

Phone number

Senior Officer
YY‐MM‐DD

Operator Receiving Production Volumes
I am authorized, on behalf of __________________________________________, to increase the combined
amount of crude oil and crude bitumen that may be produced monthly by the transferred production volumes
specified on this form.
(
Printed Name

Title

Signature

Date

‐

Phone number

Senior Officer

‐2‐

)

YY‐MM‐DD

